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ABSTRACT

The purpose of this paper is to establish convergence rate for a method of finite-dimen-

sional approximation to solve operator equation of Hammerstein type in real reflexive Banach

space. In order to consider a numerical example an iteration method is proposed in Hilbert space.
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1. INTRODUCTION

The first major breakthrough in dealing with nonlinear integral equation

belongs to A. Hammerstein [17], in which he studied equations of the form

(1) = JGk(x,t)f(l,«(l))dt,

where /((,u) is a nonlinear function satisfying a certain growth condition on u

and h(x,t) is a symmetric, positive definite kernel.

Since Hammerstein's results, a general theory has emerged for studying the

equations of the form

(2) = w,

where u and w are elements in a Banach space X, with w known, F is a

nonlinear Nemytskii operator given by

{F(u)){x) = /(*,<«(*)).

for x in G and K is a linear operator of the form

(Ku)(x) = / k(x,t)u(t)dt,
Ja

for i in G, where G is a measurable subset with 17-finite measure dx. In the

abstract form, Equation (2) is called a Hammerstein equation. Various exis-

tence theorems for Hammerstein equation have been proved by H. Amann , F.

Browder, H Brezis, D. deFigueiredo, C. Gupta, W. Petryshyn and L. Tartar

etc. { See [2-4,5,9,16,23-25] for an extensive bibliography). To find a solution

of (2), when F is a monotone operator from X into X', the dual of X, and
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K is a linear bounded and monotone operator from X' into X, we can use

Galerkin's method investigated in [2,3,6,13,25]:

(3) KnFn{un) =

where Kn = PnKP*,Fn = P^FPn, Pn is a projection from X onto subspace Xn

of X such that Pnx — x for every x e X and P* is the dual of P,,. The

convergence for this method is guaranteed only under strongly or uniformly

monotone property for one among K and F [13,25]. In order to obtain the

strongly or uniformly monotone property for K it has been proposed in [13]

for Hilbert space, in [6] for uniformly convex Banach space X' a method of

stabilization

(4) u + KaF{u) = tu,

where Ka = K + aV and V is a standard dual mapping of X':

{V(x'),x-} = \\x-\\? = \\V(x')f, V *' e X'.

The symbols ( I , I * ) , ||.||, and Il-H denote the value I*(I) for x e X and i ' e X',

the norms of X' and X, respectively.

It was shown in [6] that for every a > 0 Equation (4) has a unique solution ua

and if Equation (2) has a unique solution ( denoted by «0 ), then the sequence

{ua} converges to the solution u0 as a tends to zero. Therefore, to approximate

the solution of (2) we can apply the Galerkin's method for (4) , i.e. we have

to solve the finite-dimensional equation

(5) «.„ + KmF*{um) = «*.

where Kon - PnKaP^.

It is natural to ask, when

(6) lim »-o uan =

The similar question has been stated and studied in [12,15,18] for linear and

nonlinear ill-posed problems, where in order to have the positive answer to (6)

we need have the relation a - o(,fn) with -/„ =\\Pn~ !\\. Our main purpose in this

work is to show in Sec. 2 that this conclusion rests valid for our case and

to estalish its convergence rates. In Sec. 3 we give a method of iteration to

solve (2) in Hilbert space. For illustration we consider an example in Sec.

4.

In future the symbols — and — denote the convergence in norm and weak

convergence, respectively.

2. MAIN RESULTS.

Throughout this section we assume that the operators K and F are mono-

tone and continuous, in which K is linear and bounded,. F is Frechet differen-

tiable at some neighbourhood of «o and

l|.F'(u0) - F'MII. < i||«o - *|(, V i eS(uo,r), r > 0, L > 0,

where 5(«o,'-) is a some ball with center ti0 and radius r, and X is a real reflexive

Banach space with uniformly convex A"*.

We have a result

Theorem 2.1. If the above conditions hold and an = a(n) is such that a,,1 *7n —• 0, then

the sequence {!„(„)„} converges touo.

Proof. From (3) and (5) we have

(7) Uo(n)o - "On + ifr.fn(u,»(r>)r>) ~ KnFn(UBn) =

PnKF{ua) - Kni^uon) - a(n)K,fn(uo{n)n), unD = P^o-

It is easy to see that

-4n(U(>) = PnKF(«o) - K-FnfiiOn )]

= PnK\F(uo) - F(uOn)] + P»

As

„) - Fn(VOa)\\\ < \\PnK\\\\r - P ' | |

Pnu0 - uo and F is bounded in S(tio,r), \\I
m - P'\\ = 7« {I' isanidentical operator

in X'), then

||Pnfi:[F(t.ar>)-Fn(u(ln)]||. =O(7n).



On the other hand, the expression

with

gives us
\\PnK[F(V0) -

Consequently

(8) II-4-.MII =O(Tn).

Now, from (7) and the monotonicity of Kn and Fn it implies

(9) a(n){Vn(Fn(ua(n)n)) - Vn(Fn(uOn)), Fn(ua(lt)n) -

Since Vn(x̂ ) = V(* )̂ for each i ' e X; (see [25]) we obtain the boundedness

of the sequence {fn(uo(n)n)}. Hence the sequent {Ka^nFn{uaMn)}, and con-

sequently the sequence {ua^n}, are bounded. For the sake of simplicity, we

suppose that

as n —> oc. It is easy to verify that A'ojnjnfnff

(10) ui + ifs

Now we write the monotonicity for F:

<f<u} - F(ua(B)n),u - «,<„)

Then

(11) (f(«), «-««(»)«)-^(".(i.)-).

-* Ky{ as u -• oo. Evidently

>0, V« € X.

Since the functional (**, Jtz*) is weakly lower-semicontinuous in X* and Vn(z") =

V(x*}, after passing n to oo in the last inequality we obtain

From here and (10) it follows

<F(u) - y\,u - U l ) > o, V u e X.

Thus F(uj) = y{, i.e. «! is a solution of (2). As Equation (2) has a unique

solution uo, then uj = u0 and all the sequence {Fn(uQ(n)n)} converges weakly

to F(u0),

Now from (8), (9), the property of the dual mapping V and Fn{uan) — F(«o)

we have that {||Fn(uo(n)n)||} converges to ||F(tic,)||. Because X* is uniformly

convex the sequence {FI,(ua(n)n)} converges in the norm of X' to F(«o). So the

sequence {«a(r>)n} converges to uo- ®

Now we shall prove a result above convergence rates for the sequence {uo(n)n}.

Theorem 2.2. If the conditions of Theorem 1 hold and

\\PnKP-F'(v0)\ < c < 1,

then

IK(t.)fi - "oil = 0(a(n)),

Proof. From (2) and (5) we see

«„(„)„ - «o = (P« - /)u. - a(n)FnFn(uo(n}o) + KF(u0) - KnFn(u,in)n).

As

KF(uo) - KnFn{ua(n)n) = KF(u0) - P»KF(uo) + P*KF(u0) - PnKFn(Ua{n)n)

with

\ = | |Pn

T



the sequence {«<,(„)„} converges to u0 and by virtue of Theorem 1 we obtain

IK(»)» - uoll <

\\PRKP-F'{uB)\\\\uoin)» -

«an||u.(n)B ~ «o|| < O(o(n)

*„„ = 1 - \\PnKP:F'(U<1)\\ - L\\PnKP;|||K(B)B - t.o||/2.

It is easy to see that ean > 0 for sufficiently great n. Hence

IK(n ,n - uoll = O(o(n)).

Remark. If for F there exists a positive number r such that

) , s ) > 0 , V i : ||*|| > r,

then all results obtained above also are true for the following method of sta-

bilization

KF() = w

that was proposed in [19], where f> = F + 0U and U is standard dual mapping

of X and 0 > 0 is a parameter of stabilization.

3. METHOD OF ITERATION .

To find solution of (2), if KF is a contraction mapping, we can use method

of successive approximation. Here, we shall consider only a simple method of

iteration obtained from theory of monotone operators.

Let X — X' = H be a real Hilbert space with norm and scalar product

denoted by ||.|| and ( . , . ) , respectively.

For two arbitrary elements u1 and vl in H we construct the sequence {u*}

by the way

(12) «*)-HIT1",

We have the following result.

ProposiBsion. 3.1. If K And F ire bouaded and the following conditions hold:

{K(u)-K(v),u-v) > mJlu — «||2.

(/(«)-?(»),«-») > mjHu-nll1,

rrii > 0 And it = k~l. Then the sequence {u*} converges to a unique solution of (2).

Proof. Indeed, in place of equation (2) in H we consider the system of two

equations

F(v) - v - 0,

u + K{y) = w.

This system of equations may be written as an operator equation involving

the monotone operator T\

(13) TiA = 9,

in the Hilbert space Ht - H * H with the scalar product

for u( and v< in H. Here the operator T is denned as T{z) = [-», u] + [F(u), Jr(«)],

j=[0,ui]-

We denote by [|.||i the norm of Hi according to the salar product (., .)j. It is

easy to see that u0 is a solution of (2) if and only if z0 = [no, F{v0)] is a solution

of Equation (13)
Now, we rewrite the iteration procedure (12) in the form

Obviously, T is bounded and satisfies the condition

with m — min (mi,mi).

Using a recurrent relation (see[l]): if



with

then

V]e t = +00, V T K +00, lim — = 0,

= 0, we have that the sequence {*t+1} converges to zo as k -> 00.

Hence the sequence {u*} converges to uo- <gl

It is not difficult to prove that if K and F are Lipschitz continuous in H with

the Lipschitz constants L\ and £5, respectively, then ? is also Lipschitz in Hi

with a Lipschitz constant L = max(Li, L%, 1). In this situation, we can take 0).

=t such that 0 < ( < 2m/L2. Then the sequence {tt} converges to 20 as k - . 00,

because in this case the operator Q(z) = z -1(F(z) - g) is a contraction mapping

in Hi. Hence the sequence {u*} obtained by (12) with 0t = t converges to u0-

By this argument we can also construct other methods of iteration to solve

(2) basing on the results in [7-11,14,21].

4. APPLICATION AND NUMERICAL EXAMPLE.

Consider the following boundary value problem

(14) W + u - (u/(l + «2))= /, u(0) = u(l) = 0.

Rewriting (14) in the form

and inverting the operator -iP/dx1 with boundary condition u(0) = u(l) = 0 we

obtain

(15) „(*) = (I/A)/,? *(*,t

where the Green's function k{z,t) is given by

t(\ - x\ \it~x<Q.

We may rewrite Equation (14) in the form (1) or (2), where

w = (-l/\) f k(x,t)/(t)dt,
Jo

and

(/f u)(x) = (-1/A) I'k(x,t)v(x,t)dt.
Jo

It has been shown in [20] that if |A| > l/i/90 the operator / + KF is an onto

mapping. Hence for every / € £i[0,1] a solution of (14) exists if |A| > l/V§0.

But, by virtue of [25](Theorem 19.9) for -1/V90 < A < 0 Equation (14) has a

solution, because the operator

Fu =

is coercive for every fixed / € £i[0,l]. To apply the iterative method (12) we

consider the case, when F is changed by F + 0.01 * I

The following numerial results were obtained with FORTRAN programs on

an IBM 3034. We approximate X = tj[0,l] by the sequence of linear subspaces

Xn, where Xn is the linear space of characteristic functions on a uniform grid

of n+1 points in [0,1].

For an exact solution

uo(*) = x(l-x)

the right-hand side is defined by

We compute the stabilized solution uan for this problem by the iterative method

(12) with I* = i - " / 3 and error of iteration 0.001. It is well-known in [22] that

for every n the projection

where fy is a characteristic function of the interval [ij.jtj+i] has the property

It is not difficult to prove that

Now, we apply Theorem 2.2 for a(n) = n-'/3 and define ran = ||u0 - "onll-

The following table shows the results for n points after k steps of iteration

and the errors ran

r T
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Results of calculation.

4

323

0.005296

Exact solution

0.187500 0.250000 0.187500 0.000000

Approximated solution

0.184137 0.241207 0.184120 0.000000

ul = » ' = (1.5; 1.5;..., 1.5; 0).
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1671

0.002769

Exact solution

0.098765 0.172840 0.222222 0.246914 0.246914

0.222222 0.098765 0.172840 0.000000.

Approximated solution

0.100514 0.173116 0.219613 0.242296 0.242296

0.219613 0.173116 0.100514 0.000000.
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26947

0.002072

Exact solution

0.062222 0.115556 0.160000 0.195556 0.222222

0.240000 0,248889 0.248889 0.240000 0.222222

0.195556 0.160000 0.115556 0.062222 0.000000

Approximated solution

0.063906 0.117762 0.161498 0.195620 0.220711

0.237216 0.245407 0.245407 0.237216 0.220711

0.195620 0.161498 0.117762 0.063906 0.000000

with started point of iteration
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